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Star Wars: The Old Republic (SWTOR) is a MMORPG game which gives players the control  
different Republic and Empire based classes in the Star Wars universe. One of these classes is the
Jedi Consular class. This class can be considered the "wizard" class focusing  on knowledge of the
Force. Though skilled in combat, it is not their main focus. Their are two different advanced classes
for the Jedi Consular: Jedi Sage and Jedi Shadow. The Sage is a single bladed class that focuses
on telekinesis and healing. The SWTOR Jedi Shadow is slightly different.

The Star Wars: The Old Republic Jedi Shadow class is geared toward staying hidden and using
stealth based attacks against  enemies. When the Jedi Shadow masters the skill â€œInfiltrationâ€•, as the
name implies, they Jedi Shadow can easily infiltrate the enemy base without detection. By
surprising the enemy from behind, the Jedi Shadows easily gains an advantage and quickly
dispatch the enemy with little to no effort.

The Jedi Shadow attacks with burst damage and  wield dual lightsabers. Dual wielding Jedi
Shadows specialize in the skill known as  "Kinetic Combat." Essentially, Jedi Shadows use
lightsabers to deflect laser blasts, defend themselves and their allies . As the Jedi Shadow
continues to gain skill points, players are able to master the skill called "Balance" which improves
lightsaber handling abilities. More about the Jedi Shadow class could be found at
http://www.swtorjedishadow.com/ .

The Jedi Shadow is known for their strong defensive capabilities as well as their ability  to "tank" or
run into the battlefield and receive copious amounts of damage and dealing a devastating  blows to
his or her  opponents. The neat attribute with this class is using the power of the Force to hurl
objects at their opponents. For example, background objects or  entire vehicles. Not many classes
in this game have the ability to use stealth and tank, therefore, these abilities contribute to making
this an extremely versatile class.

However, versatility comes at a price. The main disadvantage of the Jedi Shadow is:  they are not
the masters of anything. Meaning, for example, a Jedi Shadow can blend into the background  but
they do not possess the stealth abilities in comparison to the Empire's Operative class. A versatile
warrior but Jedi Shadows are not able to fulfill skills that other classes possess in the game.

Another note with the this class is the fact  they cannot tank as well as other characters even if one
of their main attributes is tanking. Yes, they can tank and in the hands of an extremely skilled player;
Jedi Shadows can  tank for long periods of time. However, if a player chooses to tank throughout
the entire game, the Jedi Shadow class loses their potential of becoming a powerful, Force and dual
wielding warrior. For more details about the class and how leveling plays out for Shadow players,
check out http://www.swtorlevelingguides.net/ .

Players who chose to play the SWTOR Jedi Shadow require a lot of patience. When a skilled player
masters the Jedi Shadow class, they can become one of the most feared and diverse players in the
game. It is possible for players to utilize the Jedi Shadow's full potential however, players should
think if this is the class they wish to pursue or perhaps, another class is more suitable for them. Play
and learn in the game and see how you can up your game and devise tactics in order to fulfill
missions, defeat enemies along with enjoying the game as the Jedi Shadow!
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Clifton D. Perras - About Author:
Need more information about the Jedi Shadow? Head over to  http://www.swtorjedishadow.com/ .
The writer also shares leveling tips for the class at http://www.swtorlevelingguides.net/ .
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